LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW 8TH MARCH 2014
JUDGE – HELEN MARRIOTT-POWER
Many thanks to Chris for the invitation to judge and to the Lancashire Cat Club for their hospitality. Also
many thanks to Janet Tonkinson for coming to steward for me especially, handled the cats with care and
attention ad very kindly marked a catalogue for me.

AV BRITISH GRAND CHAMPION MALE
1 IGRCC HUTCHINSON’S GR CH MAKRISSNIC LORDOFTHERINGS 16 M 20.8.11
Three and a half years old boy who was looking rather splendid today. Head has a round face when
viewed from the front with full cheeks, impressive jowls and good breadth to skull and rounded top of
head of good width between small to medium sized ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the
head, rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break, nose just a trifle long but
straight. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Deep golden colour to large and well open eyes set wide
apart. Huge, cobby, weighty body with a level back and broad, deep chest. Short, strong, well boned
legs and large, rounded paws. Good, medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is
fairly short with excellent density and fairly crisp texture, slightly softer on sides of body. British Blue of
nice and even, pale to medium blue in colour, faint rings on tail. Lovely temperament.
RIGRCC FISHER’S GR CH XZIBIT DENIM 16 M 15.8.11
Another lovely fellow of three and a half years of age and not a great deal to choose between them.
When viewed from the front head has full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded
top of head of good width between smallish ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head,
rounded at the tips. Strong profile line with well rounded brow, definite nose break, nose a trifle long but
straight. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Deep orange colour to round eyes set wide apart but I would
prefer them a trifle larger for perfection. Very good size and weight to well muscled, cobby body with a
level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest. Short, well boned legs and rounded paws.
Longish tail is thicker at base and tapers slightly to tip. Short coat with excellent density but softish
rather than crisp texture. British Blue of pale to medium blue colour. Nice natured.

AV BRITISH GRAND CHAMPION FEMALE
1 IGRCC WALSH’S GR CH LIMATZ MISS SIXTY 30s F 6.8.09
Good overall balance to this nearly five years old lady of good size and with good muscle tone. Head has
full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between
neat ears set far apart following the outer contours of the head, small to medium in size and rounded at
the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight nose. Level bite and fair
depth chin. Large and well open eyes set wide apart, with a hint of green to the colour. Good weight to
cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest, proportionate length, well
boned legs and rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short,
good dense coat, just soft side of crisp in texture. British Black Silver Spotted of bright silver ground
colour with black spotting, some downward linkage back from shoulders, clear facial markings, spots all
the way down to her toes. Slight tarnishing on muzzle. Nice natured.
RIGRCC KIDD’S GR CH CATYKES KIMMARCHANT 18a F 13.4.08
Six years old lady of elegant appearance but deceptively weighty. Head has full cheeks to a round face
viewed from the front with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head with good width between the
ears set far apart so following the outer contours of the head, medium in size and rounded at tips. In
profile rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short nose. Level bite but shallow chin. Large and
well open light golden coloured eyes set wide apart. Compact body with a short, level back and well
rounded chest. Proportionate length, medium boned legs and firm, rounded paws. Good medium length
tail, thicker at base and rounded at tip. Coat is a trifle long but fairly dense and with a fairly crisp texture.
British Blue Silver Tabby of pale silvery blue ground colour with good blue classic markings. ‘M’ on
forehead and pencil lines on cheeks, nice butterfly outline on shoulders, parallel lines down back and
oyster shaped patches on flanks. Slight tarnishing to muzzle and paws. Sweet natured.

AV BRITISH GRAND PREMIER
1 IG RPC BROWN’S CH & GR PR CHARMODEN SIMPLY-RHIA 15 FN 20.9.10
Good overall balance to this three and a half years old lady of good size and weight with good muscle
tone. Broad head has full cheeks to a round face with very good breadth to skull and rounded top of
head of good width between ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, small to medium
in size and rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight,
broad nose. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Deep orange colour to large and well open eyes set wide
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apart. Short neck to solid, cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest.
Strong, well boned legs and large, rounded paws. Good tail is medium in length, thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Fairly short coat has good density with a good crisp texture. British Black with a lovely
patent leather sheen to her black colour which is sound to the roots. Nice natured.
RIGRPC FITZGERALD’S GR PR WAYDANKES LADY BELLA 22a FN 9.6.08
Well balanced nearly six years old lady of very good size and weight with good muscle tone. Head has
full cheeks to a round face when viewed from the front with good breadth to skull and rounded top of
head of good width between the ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, medium in
size and rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break, nose a trifle long but straight
and broad. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Deep golden colour to large and well open eyes set wide
apart. Slightly longer cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest.
Proportionate length, strong legs and rounded paws. Proportionate length tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Coat is fairly short with good density and fairly crisp in texture. British Blue Tortie and
White of approximately half pure white with clear definition against colours of deepish blue which fades
slightly at roots and slightly warm toned, fairly sound cream. White to lower face, chest, front legs and
paws, narrow collar, centre of tummy and back legs and paws. Nice natured.

USUAL SOMALI ADULT
1 CC BOB FLETCHER’S SURFIN TYGER BRIGHT 63l F 23.3.13
Well grown just one year old girl who is still maturing. Lovely face shape when viewed from the front.
Broad head, moderate wedge and gentle contours to brow, cheek and profile lines. A little more strength
at cheeks would be nice. Bridge of nose to high forehead shows slight rise with good width between
ears. Shallow indentation forms the rounded muzzle, I would prefer it slightly more generous for
perfection. In profile shows slight nose break, then nose straight to tip, level bite but slightly shallow chin.
Wide set to large ears, broad at base, pricked, well cupped and with good tufts and furnished inner
edges. Eyes set obliquely and well apart, large almond shape, deep amber in colour. Elegant but
deceptively weighty firm body with a level back, still maturing but well balanced. Slender, proportionate
length legs and neat oval paws with light tufts. Longish tail, broad at base and gently tapering and with
fullness to brush developing. Coat is developing density, close lying along back, starting to show some
length and with a hint of ruff and breeches. Soft and fine in texture and in excellent condition. Usual
Somali with nice black ticking showing bands of colour and with deep apricot base colour all the way to
the roots. Black ear tips and tufts, pencil lines around eyes and on cheeks, top and tip of tail and well up
heels. Apricot chest, belly, under tail, inner legs and breeches. Sweet natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON ADULT MALE
1 CC & BOB LLOYD’S KASSARO GOODWOOD 64 41 M 29.4.13
Well dressed and lovely size and weight for his eleven months of age. Good breadth head being slightly
less than the length but I would prefer little more width at cheeks bones. Nice in profile with shallow
concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with
nose of uniform width. Tall, large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear
pointed at tips with long tufts and feathering. Full and round shape to yellow eyes, spaced wide apart
and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Good breadth to muzzle with a level bite and fair depth level
chin. Long body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular
appearance. Strength to legs and large rounded paws with long tufts emanating from under paws.
Moderately long neck. Excellent full flowing, long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip. Good
undercoat with more substantial glossy top coat developing length. Some breeches and shaggy belly fur,
hint of frontal ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of golden brown ground colour with fairly well defined black
classic pattern, lines down spine merging to solid. Lovely temperament.
2 WILSON’S COONSRUS FREDDIE FLINTOFF 64 41 M 30.3.03
Twelve months old boy who is not quite balanced at present. Head is medium to longer in length and I
would like him to develop more width to top and at cheek bones. In profile rounding over brow, slight
concave curve at the nasal bridge, then nose is a trifle long and rounds. Very large ears, wide at base,
set high but fairly well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with long feathering and tufts. Full and
round shape to deep golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set.
Good, broad muzzle but with a slightly shallow chin, level bite. Long body with good muscle tone, square
rump and good breadth chest, long, well boned legs and huge round paws with tufts emanating from
under paws. Long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with very full fur. Dense coat needs
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to develop length. Minimal hint of ruff starting, some breeches and belly fur, good frontal ruff. Brown
Tabby Maine Coon of fairly warm toned ground colour with diffused black pattern. Nice natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE
1 CC LISTER’S COON CASA A TASTE OF HONEY 64 41w F 17.5.13
Ten months old girl who is developing nicely. Head is medium in length and of good breadth being
slightly less than the length but I would prefer a little more at cheek bones. Nice in profile with shallow
concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with
nose of uniform width. Large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed
at tips with light tufts and long feathering. Full and round shape to eyes, spaced wide apart and with
slightly oblique aperture and set, deep golden colour. Fairly good width to muzzle with a fair depth chin
and level bite. Large, long body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a
rectangular appearance. Proportionate length, substantial legs and large round paws with tufts
emanating from under paws. Moderately long neck. Long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip
and with long full, flowing fur. Coat of good texture is developing length, some breeches and shaggy
belly fur, hint of frontal ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of golden brown ground colour with a
well defined black classic pattern and white to chin, short bib, front toes and back legs broken by colour.
Sweet natured.
2 GREGSON’S JULESCOON KAZUE 64 41w F 7.5.13
Good size and weight for age girl who is still maturing. Head is medium in length and of good breadth but
needs more width at cheeks. Nice profile line with shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is
equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose, nose of uniform width. I would prefer the ears larger
and taller but fairly wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with slight
tufts and light feathering. Full and round shape to yellow eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly
oblique aperture and set. Fairly good muzzle, level bite and fair depth chin. Large, long body with good
muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance. Proportionate
length, substantial legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Moderately long
neck. Long tail with long full flowing fur. Good undercoat with more substantial glossy top coat of good
texture. Hint of breeches and shaggy belly fur, light ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of golden
brown ground colour with a slightly heavy black classic pattern. White to end of nose, bib, front paws,
centre of tummy and back long socks. Sweet natured.
3 KAYE’S ALISIKA BETTATHEDEIL UNO 64 41 F 19.4.13
Ten months old girl who is out of proportion at present. Head looks small for body but medium in length
and of fairly good breadth with fairly full cheeks. Nice profile line with shallow concave curve at the nasal
bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose, nose of uniform width. Tall, large
ears, wide at base, held high, taper to appear pointed at tips with slight tufts and light feathering. Full and
round shape to golden coloured eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set and a
nice expression. Good muzzle, square and strong with level bite and fair depth chin. Long body with
good muscle tone, still filling out and maturing, square rump and good breadth to chest. Long, well
boned legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Long tail, wide at base and
tapering towards the tip and with fairly long, flowing fur. Some undercoat with top coat length developing.
Light breeches and shaggy belly fur, hint of frontal ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of golden ground
colour but showing grey undertones at roots, rather solid black classic pattern. Nice natured.
4 SHAW’S MOONENCIA URBAN MYTH 64 441 F 16.4.13
Well presented coat to this eleven months old girl. Head is a trifle long, lacks good breadth to top and
needs more width at cheek bones. In profile rounding over brow, almost a nose break rather than
shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge and nose is a trifle long but straight to tip. Medium sized ears,
need to be larger, held high, slight tufts at tips and light feathering. Full and round shape to yellow eyes,
spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Fairly good muzzle with a good depth, level
chin and level bite. Long, elegant body still filling out and maturing. Proportionate length, nicely boned
legs and round paws with tufts between toes. Moderately long neck. Long tail, wide at base and
tapering towards the tip and with long profuse, flowing fur. Undercoat with more substantial glossy top
coat with length developing, excellent texture. Fur shorter on head, neck and shoulders and lengthening
down back and flanks. Hint of breeches and shaggy belly fur, slight ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of
golden brown ground colour with black classic pattern, heavy down spine. Sweet natured.
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BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON KITTEN
1 & BOB SHAW’S MOONENCIA FIFTH ELEMENT 64 41 F 26.8.13
Attractive eight months old girl. Head is medium in length with breadth developing to top and at cheeks.
In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of
the nose and with nose of uniform width. Tall, large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and
tapering to appear pointed at tips with tall tufts and light feathering. Full and round shape to eyes,
spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set, golden in colour. Broad muzzle with a level
bite but slightly shallow chin. Good weight to long body with good muscle tone, square rump and good
breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance. Long, well boned legs and large round paws with tufts
emanating from under paws. Moderately long neck. Good long tail, wide at base and tapering towards
the tip and with long, flowing fur. Undercoat with more substantial glossy top coat developing. Light
breeches and belly fur, hint of ruff. Brown Tabby Maine Coon of pale golden brown ground colour with a
black classic pattern, slightly heavy down spine. Pale nose and chin. Lovely temperament.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON NEUTER MALE
BOB BURGESS’S UK & OSIGP KASSARO CISCOKID 64 41w MN 14.5.09
Majestic look and excellent presentation to the coat of this nearly five years old boy. Strong head is
medium in length, broad with fairly full cheeks and high cheek bones. Lovely profile line with a shallow
concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with
nose of uniform width. Large ears with light feathering, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering
to appear pointed at neatly tufted tips. Good size and shape to pale green coloured eyes, spaced wide
apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Super broad, square muzzle with level bite and fair
depth, level chin. Huge, solid body, muscular and with a square rump and good breadth to chest giving a
rectangular appearance. Good length, strong, well boned legs and large paws with tufts emanating from
under paws. Fair length tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with full, flowing fur. Super full
undercoat, fur shorter on head, neck and shoulders with good length down back and flanks. Full
breeches, shaggy belly fur and good frontal ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of golden brown
ground colour with a slightly diffused black and deep brown classic pattern, just solid down the spine.
White to nose, chin, bib, centre of tummy, short front socks and odd back boots. Super temperament.
1 PC HIRD’S PURDISTON RUPERT 64 41a MN 10.4.13
Just nine months old boy who is developing nicely. Broad head is medium in length with fairly full cheeks
and nice high cheek bones. In profile shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from
the ear line and the tip of the nose and with nose of uniform width. Tall, large ears, wide at base, set
high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed at tips with neat tufts and short feathering. Full and
round shape to eyes, spaced wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set, greeny-yellow in
colour. Good muzzle with a level bite but slightly shallow chin. Very good size and weight for age to long
body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest give a rectangular appearance.
Proportionate length, substantial legs and large round paws with tufts emanating from under paws.
Moderately long neck. Long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with long full fur. Well
prepared coat of good undercoat with more substantial glossy top coat still developing length. Full
breeches and shaggy belly fur, good frontal ruff. Blue Tabby Maine Coon of beige ground colour with a
deepish blue classic pattern. Nice natured.
2 DAVIES’S ANGLEZARKE BLUE JASPER 64 41aw MN 16.12.12
Fifteen month old boy looking fairly well balanced. Head is medium in length and of very good breadth
being slightly less than the length but I would prefer a little more at cheek bones. In profile shallow
concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with
nose of uniform width. Large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed
at tips with slight tufts and long feathering. Full and round shape to golden coloured eyes, spaced wide
apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Fairly square muzzle but I would prefer more breadth,
fair depth chin and level bite. Large, long body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to
chest give a rectangular appearance. Proportionate length, substantial legs and large rounded paws with
tufts emanating from under paws. Long tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with long full
fur. The coat really needed more preparation to maximise its effect but good undercoat with more
substantial top coat of good length. Full breeches and shaggy belly fur, nice frontal ruff. Blue Tabby and
White Maine Coon of beige ground colour with a deepish blue classic pattern which is a bit solid down
spine, white to chin, bib, front paws, centre of tummy and long back socks. Nice natured.
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3 ANDERSON & BOZOVICH’S OCEANARIA KACHEMAK 64 41 MN 5.2.13
Very worried expression to this eleven months old boy. Good breadth to head which is medium to longer
in length and fairly good width at cheek bones. In profile slight dip at the nasal bridge, nose a bit long
and rounds slightly to tip. Large, tall, wide at base ears held slightly upright but tapering to appear
pointed at tips with tall tufts and long feathering. Full and round shape to yellow coloured eyes, spaced
wide apart and with slightly oblique aperture and set. Fair breadth to rounded rather than square muzzle
but level bite and fair depth chin. Large body of good weight with good muscle tone and good breadth to
chest with long, strong legs and large rounded paws with nice tufts emanating from under paws. Long
tail, wide at base and tapering towards the tip and with very full fur but not yet flowing. Coat of fairly good
length but lacks preparation underneath. Good ruff, shaggy belly fur and breeches. Brown Tabby Maine
Coon with a heavy black classic tabby pattern, solid down the spine, golden ground colour. Good facial
markings. Nice natured.

BROWN/BLUE TABBY MAINE COON NEUTER FEMALE
1 PC DUNN & EVANS’S ELMCOON TABITHA 64 41w FN 21.8.12
One and a half years old girl who is still a bit rangy but of good weight. Head is medium in length and of
good breadth being slightly less than the length with fairly full cheeks. Nice profile line with shallow
concave curve at the nasal bridge which is equidistant from the ear line and the tip of the nose and with
nose of uniform width. Large ears, wide at base, set high but well apart and tapering to appear pointed
at tips with tall tufts and long feathering. Full and round shape to yellow eyes, spaced wide apart and
with slightly oblique aperture and set. Good square muzzle with a fair depth chin and level bite. Long
body with good muscle tone, square rump and good breadth to chest, long, well boned legs and large
round paws with tufts emanating from under paws. Moderately long neck. Long tail, wide at base and
tapering towards the tip and with long, fairly profuse, flowing fur. Good undercoat with more substantial
glossy top coat of good texture. Fur shorter on head, neck and shoulders and lengthening down back
and flanks. Full breeches and shaggy belly fur, good frontal ruff. Brown Tabby and White Maine Coon of
golden brown ground colour with slight grey overtones and a heavy, black classic pattern. White to chin,
bib, front paws, centre of tummy and back socks. Sweet natured.

BLACK/CHOCOLATE/CINNAMON TORTIE ADULT
1 CC & BOB CHANCE’S CHARMODEN SIMPLYESME 21k F 22.2.13
One year old girl of nice size and weight with good muscle tone. Good head has full cheeks to a round
face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between neat ears set far apart to
follow the outer contours of the head, small in size and rounded at the tips. In profile rounded brow,
medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Good muzzle, level bite but slightly shallow chin.
Orange coloured, large and well open eyes set wide apart. Compact body with a level back, low on legs
and with a good breadth chest, proportionate length and boned legs and rounded paws. Short, good
thick tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short and dense coat, soft side of crisp in texture.
Cinnamon Tortie British of nicely intermingled warm cinnamon-brown and red. Sweet natured.
2 SPRINGETT’S CATRIOTIC CAPPUCHINO 21 F 9.4.13
Nicely balanced eleven months old girl of very good size and weight with good muscle tone. Head has
full cheeks to a round face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between
neat ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, small in size and rounded at the tips.
Good short profile line with rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose.
Unfortunately she has an undershot bite (confirmed by the Duty Vet), strong chin. Large and well open
eyes set wide apart, golden colour. Chunky body with a level back, low on legs and with a full chest.
Short, well boned legs and rounded paws. Longish tail is fairly thick, rounded at tip. Coat is fairly short
with excellent density, soft side of crisp in texture. Tortoiseshell British with rich colouring of black with
shades of red. Nice natured.

BLACK SILVER SPOTTED ADULT MALE
BOB WALSH’S CH MURU’S THE DUDE 30s M 19.4.12
Very mature looking boy for just one year of age. Nice strong head has full cheeks and jowls to a round
face with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between small to medium sized
ears set far apart but held just a trifle low, rounded at the tips. Short profile line with strongly rounded
brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite but slightly shallow chin. Large and
well open, pale green coloured eyes set wide apart. Excellent size and weight for age to solid, cobby
body with a level back, low on legs and with a full, broad, deep chest. Short, strong, well boned legs and
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large, rounded paws. Good medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at tip. Fairly short and
dense coat with a reasonably crisp texture. Black Silver Spotted British with silver ground colour and well
defined markings and spotting, slight downward linkage back from shoulders. Nice natured.

BLACK SILVER SPOTTED ADULT FEMALE
1 CC BENSON’S COUNTRYSTYLE SILVER UNIQUE 30s F 10.4.13
Good overall balance to this eleven months old girl of good size and weight for age with a good firm feel
to her. Nice round face had full cheeks with good breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width
between ears set far apart to follow the outer contours of the head, fairly small in size and rounded at the
tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break and short, straight, broad nose. Level bite but slightly
shallow chin. Nice expression to large and well open eyes set wide apart, green at centre, slightly
yellowy tone at outer edge. Compact body with a level back, low on legs and with a nicely rounded
chest. Short, proportionate boned legs and rounded paws. Short, good thick tail is thicker at base and
rounded at tip. Short, dense coat with a crisp texture. Black Silver Spotted British of nice silver ground
colour with black spotting, slight downward linkage back from shoulders. Well defined facial markings.
Slight tarnishing on muzzle and hint on paws. Sweet natured.

BROWN/BLUE/CHOCOLATE OR LILAC TABBY NEUTER
1 PC & BOB WOOD’S PARRADAZY CLASSICAL DREAM 20b MN 27.4.13
Well balanced, rather smart nearly one year old boy. Head has full cheeks to a round face with good
breadth to skull and rounded top of head of good width between small to medium sized ears set far apart
to follow the outer contours of the head, rounded at tips. In profile rounded brow, medium nose break
and short, straight nose. Level bite and fair depth chin. Large and well open, golden coloured eyes set
wide apart. Excellent size, weight and muscle tone to cobby body with a level back, low on legs and with
a full, broad, deep chest. Short, strong, well boned legs and largish, rounded paws. Medium length tail is
thicker at base and rounded at tip. Short, dense coat with a crisp texture. Chocolate Tabby British of
warm toned bronze ground colour which shows slight grey overtones but with well defined rich chocolate
pattern. Lovely temperament.

BLACK SILVER SPOTTED NEUTER
BOB KIDD’S GR CH & IGR PR MAKEWAYFOR KRESTAAMEILIA 30s FN 3.10.05
Good overall balance to this nine years old lady who was looking well. Nice round look to face when
viewed from the front broad with full cheeks and with very good breadth to skull and rounding to top of
head with good width between ears well set, medium in size and rounded at tips. In profile rounded
brow, medium nose break and fairly short, straight, broad nose. Broad muzzle, level bite but slightly
shallow chin. Large, yellowy-green coloured eyes, well open and set wide apart. Firm tone and very
good size and weight to cobby body, short level back, low on legs and with a broad chest, proportionate
length, well boned legs and large, rounded paws. Medium length tail is thicker at base and rounded at
tip. Fairly short, good dense coat with a fairly crisp texture. Black Silver Spotted British of silver ground
colour with large black spotting, good definition on sides but solid colour down spine, slight downward
linkage back form shoulders. Slight tarnishing to muzzle. Sweet natured.

OCICAT ADULT
1 CC & BOB THREAPLETON’S CAGARAN CEANN-CIATACH 73 F 3.3.13
Well grown one year old girl. Modified wedge, longer than wide with slight curve from muzzle to cheek.
Profile shows gentle rise from bridge of nose to brow, slight dip at eye line, straight line to tip. Fairly
broad, well defined muzzle and moderate whisker pinch, level bite but shallow chin. Large ears, wide at
base and set well apart and at 45 degree angle, gently rounded at slightly tufted tips. Large, almond
shape to eyes set angled slightly upwards to the outer ear, deep golden colour. Good weight to elegant
body with good muscle tone, good breadth chest and straight back. Medium length, proportionate
slender legs and neat oval paws. Good length tail to balance body, broad at base and slightly tapering
to tip. Short, satiny texture to coat, close lying and with a sheen to it. Tawny Ocicat of golden brown
ground colour with black spotting, clear facial markings, broken lines on legs and rings on tail. Wriggly
but nice natured girl.

